
 

 

Activity: Chemistry -Red cabbage water indicator 

Acid or Alkali? 

Zone: SCIENCE 
Did you know you can use an indicator solution to test if something is acidic (sour) or alkali? 
This cabbage water indicator turns blue if something alkali is added or red if something 
acidic is added 

 

You will need 

• a fresh red cabbage 
• a knife and chopping board  
• Some water 
• A saucepan (if boiling your cabbage) 
• a container with a lid such as an empty drinking water bottle 
• some substances to test, such as lemons (lemon juice), vinegar, sodium bicarb 

solution, washing powder 
• A dropper or teaspoon 

 

Instructions 

• Roughly chop a few leaves of your red cabbage,  
• for the best results boil the leaves in water for a few minutes, cover 

and leave to cool (you can do this with cold water too) 
• Put your cabbage water into a bottle and screw the lid up. The water 

should be a nice purple colour. (If it is a dark blue colour you will need 
to either dilute it or add a tiny amount of something acidic to get it 
back to a purple). 

• Pour a little into separate bowls/glasses and try out different 
substances from around your house. 

Purple is neutral,  
Dark blue is alkali, red/orange is acidic 
Challenge – if you add the opposite substance, can you get your indicator back to a 
neutral purple colour? 



 
Link: TransworldBooks - How witches were convicted - and what that 
has to do with blueberries 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77EZagIr3SA&ab_channel=TransworldBooks 

 

Risk Assessment 

Who is at risk? Beaver Scouts 
What are the risks? Beaver scouts may cut themselves with the knife, burn themselves 

on the hot saucepan, ingest some of the testing substances 
Risk: possible 

How can the risks 
be minimized?  

Adequate adult supervision at all times, Adults to use knives and 
keep hot items away from children 
Residual risk: Unlikely 

 

Beaver Scout badge link:  
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